Global Living Learning Community

The Global Living Learning Community is perfect for first-year students who want to explore their interests in other cultures and international issues. It is designed for students wishing to major or minor in another language, regardless of their primary field of study (art, biology, business, communication, healthcare, etc.). Students take part in learning opportunities that highlight diverse cultural practices, worldviews, and linguistic diversity. They are not required to take a foreign language to participate!

Global scholars have greater access to faculty, staff, and other students from the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures. They enjoy learning opportunities that highlight diverse cultural practices, products, worldviews, and linguistic diversity.

While participating in the Global LLC, students:

- Take one class together in the Fall and in the Spring Semester.
- Live in an environment that is conducive to academic achievement.
- Receive individualized attention and support.
- Enhance their personal and professional development.
- Attend social and cultural events, film screenings, and talks by experts on global issues.
- Learn about interning, studying or working abroad.
- Develop a network of lifelong friendships.

QUICK FACTS

Residence Hall: Gateway Hall
Number of residents: 30
Related major: No
Returning student experience: Yes, as mentor.
Roommate Pairing? Roommate of choice
Required Classes
- In the fall semester, GLST 1000. Introduction to Global Studies.
- In the spring term they take one more class together, the subject of which varies according to course offerings.

Information and Application Available at: http://blog.ecu.edu/sites/globalliving-learningcommunity/
Contact Information: GLOBAL-LLC@ECU.EDU

NEXT STEPS

1. Complete Housing Contract
2. Visit website - www.ecu.edu/lc - to determine LLCs of interest
3. Apply to LLC(s) of choice
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The Global Living Learning Community is a partnership between Campus Living and the Department of Foreign Languages & Literatures.